Getting Started with Uplink Remote

Supported Uplink Devices

- 2500 (Anynet)*
- 2530, 2550ETL, 2550UL*
- 2500EZ*
- 2500 (Anynet) – P/N 2500REM*
- 2530, 2550ETL, 2550UL – P/N 25X0REM*
- 4550
- 4530
- 4500EZ
- CDMA 50

*For Model 25XX units only, Uplink offers small circuit boards with screw terminals to make it easier to connect the wiring between the alarm panel and the Uplink communicator. Purchase these “Uplink Remote Pulse Boards” from your local distributor. 45XX Models do not require a board.

The activation process in the Uplink dealer portal will guide a dealer through the activation options. Other capabilities include:

- Manage all Uplink Remote Accounts
- Event/Signal History
- Enable/Disable/Swap Remote Service
- Add/Edit Customers and Customer Users
- Add/Edit Zone Labels
- Upload Dealer Logo

Standard Uplink Remote Service Capabilities

Access Uplink Remote to control the alarm system from:

- PC and Mac computer browsers
- Smart-phone APPS for iPhone and Android mobile phones
- Mobile browsers on other smart-phones

Remote control of the system includes:

- Display of the system’s Arming status
- Arm & disarm the system

FAQ’s are provided in the expanded dealer portal on uplinkremote.com. Contact your Uplink sales representative for information on monthly service rates.